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Sermon by Bishop David Bard: Can We Have a New New Year? 
Second Sunday in Christmas: January 2, 2022 

Texts: Jeremiah 31:7-14 and John 1:1-18 
 
Friends in the United Methodist Churches of Minnesota, I greet you in the grace of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, the love of God, and the peace and power of the Holy Spirit. Thank you for inviting 
me into your worship services today. 
 
Happy New Year! Welcome to 2022. We typically welcome a new year with fanfare and joy. I 
hope you did. At the same time, I cannot help but think about The Counting Crows song, “Long 
December”: “A long December and there’s reason to believe maybe this year will be better 
than the last.” I am hoping, deeply hoping, that it is true, maybe this year will be better than 
the last. 
 
We had such hopes for 2021, such high hopes. I am delighted to share that the year had some 
exquisitely joyful and beautiful moments. In June, on the final day of the Michigan Annual 
Conference in fact, our family welcomed our grandson Henry into the world. On the Saturday 
after Thanksgiving, we welcomed our granddaughter Eleonora into the world. That’s enough to 
make 2021 a wonderful year. One ought always recall the countless small moments of beauty 
and justice and joy that are part of our lives—holding the hand of a loved one, or holding a 
child; listening to music that touches the heart; reading that enlivens the mind and stirs the 
soul; the sound of a gentle stream or water lapping the shore; a radiant sunrise or sunset, small 
kindnesses. Beautiful moments. Justice done. 
 
Yet when I pull the camera lens back to take in a wider angle, I see a whole lot of pain and 
difficulty. As we came into 2021, vaccines held the promise of moving us beyond COVID-19 and 
the coronavirus pandemic. For vaccines to work, people have to receive them, and that has 
proven more incredibly problematic than any of us might have imagined. As we come into a 
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new year, the pandemic rages and a new virus variant is on the loose. Maybe this year will be 
better than the last. 
 
In the first part of 2021, a police officer was held accountable for the brutal killing of George 
Floyd, convicted in a court of law for murder. While the trial was taking place, Daunte Wright 
was shot and killed by another police officer in Brooklyn Center. That officer is now standing 
trial in Hennepin County. And the work we want and need to continue to do to come to terms 
with racism and racialized thinking, the work we need to do to more honestly tell our history— 
both the beautiful and the brutal—has been hampered by unhelpful debates. One might say 
there has been some backlash against this needed work. Maybe this year will be better than the 
last. 
 
In 2021, we were hoping to hold that United Methodist General Conference that we think 
might pave the way into a new future. There will be some kind of parting of the ways in The 
United Methodist Church and we would like to do that with grace and intentionality. General 
Conference was postponed again, and we are left with continuing uncertainty. Anxiety is rising. 
Maybe this year will be better than the last. 
 
On the final day of November, at the high school in the town of Oxford, Michigan, a 15-year-old 
started shooting. Four of his fellow students are dead. Others are wounded. He is charged with 
first-degree murder and his parents, who apparently purchased the gun for him as a gift, are 
being charged with involuntary manslaughter. It was the deadliest school shooting in the 
United States in 2021, but there were 27 others resulting in injury or death. Maybe this year 
will be better than the last.  
 
And then I can focus the lens back in again on my own family. In early October my mom, in 
Duluth, a lifelong non-smoker, was diagnosed with lung cancer. It is significant and serious. 
 
There is another line in that Counting Crows song: “The feeling that it’s all a lot of oysters, but 
no pearls.” That feeling came often in 2021. Can we have a new new year? 
 
The text from John 1 is John’s Christmas story, and we are still in the Christmas season in the 
church as we begin a new year. John’s Christmas story is about newness. There are no angels 
here, no shepherds keeping watch, no manger. John’s Christmas story is not a birth story but an 
arrival story. It is about cosmic newness, the arrival into the world of the Word who brings light 
and life. “The light shines into the darkness, and the darkness did not overcome it” (John 1:5). 
In a recent translation of the Gospel by Sarah Ruden for The Modern Library: “And the light 
appears, radiant in the darkness, and the darkness did not take hold of it.” 
 
Let me pause here for an important side comment. It is important that we place this 
light/darkness contrast into its cultural setting. In a world without battery-powered flashlights, 
without electric streetlamps, without LED bulbs, the dark of night posed its own perils, unseen 
ruts in the earth, the cloak of darkness for someone intent on doing harm. If we are out 
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camping, or if our power goes out, we know the need for light. We need to be explicit that this 
light/dark contrast has nothing to do with shades of humanity.  
 
John tells us in this arrival story of cosmic newness that the light and life arriving into the world 
in the Word are powerful. In one of my favorite expressions of this power, John writes, “From 
his fullness we have all received grace upon grace” (v. 16). 
 
Just as we need to place the light/dark contrast into its cultural setting, so, too, do I think it 
important to remind ourselves of the initial audience for John’s cosmic newness story. To do so 
helps us hear it afresh for our own lives. The Gospel of John was first written for a specific Jesus 
community, one likely undergoing painful separation from the wider Jewish community to 
which many of its members had belonged. John writes to encourage this Jesus community in a 
difficult moment. For all the powerful language and imagery of this first chapter of John, there 
are nods to the fact that the light has not dawned on everyone nor overcome everywhere—
acknowledgement of struggle, difficulty, and strife. “The world did not know him.” “His own 
people did not accept him.” 
 
These powerful words about light radiant in the darkness were written for a small Jesus 
community. They were written before there were millions of people who identified as followers 
of Jesus, as Christians. They were written before there were countless buildings across the 
globe with Jesus’ name on them—Christian churches from small clapboard structures to 
magnificent cathedrals. They were written before there was a whole small nation-state 
dedicated to the church: the Vatican.  
 
John is sharing his story of cosmic newness as a word of encouragement in a difficult time. John 
is wanting to say, “It will be alright.” Not that everything will be easy or best-case scenario, but 
it will be alright. John is wanting to say, “You’re doing a God thing.” From the fullness of this 
Word made flesh, the embodiment of grace and truth, we have all received grace upon grace. 
In the translation of Sarah Ruden: “Out of what fills him to the full, we have all been given a 
share, joyful favor in exchange for joyful favor.” John is affirming the goodness of God who 
breaks into our lives and into our world as light and life. “Light and life to all he brings, risen 
with healing in his wings.” 
 
John is affirming the good of our faithful lives, our faithful lives lived in these bodies, affirming 
what the hymnist Brian Wren affirms in his poem “Good is the Flesh,” from which I share the 
final stanza: 

“Good is the pleasure of God in our flesh, 
longing in all, as in Jesus, to dwell, 
glad of embracing, and tasting, and smell, 
good is the body, for good and for God, 
Good is the flesh that the Word has become.” 
  

Friends, the darkness is real. The challenges are real. The difficulties are real. Diseases are real, 
and their progression is made worse by our unwillingness to consider the common good. The 
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ripples from years of racialized thinking and oppression continue to move across the waters of 
our history, and we resist looking honestly at them. Gun violence is real, and so too the 
difficulty we have in finding a common language in which to begin a meaningful conversation 
about what we can do better. And in our own lives, there is brokenness. We hurt others, and 
find seeking forgiveness difficult. We find it difficult to forgive. We act in ways contrary to our 
own values. We are caught in patterns of behavior or thinking that are hurtful to others and/or 
self-destructive, and we cannot find our way out. Greed and self-deception skew our economy, 
leaving some with more than they really know what to do with and too many with not enough. 
Injustice mars our common life. The darkness is real. 
 
The light is real and we trust that it overcomes. We trust that the darkness does not take hold 
of it but rather that the light is radiant in the darkness. One of my favorite contemporary 
expressions of this thought was written by Anne Lamott: Hope is “about choosing to believe 
this one thing, that love is bigger that any grim, bleak [stuff] anyone can throw at us” (“Plan B,” 
275). Anne Lamott uses a rather more colorful word than “stuff,” and I have edited the quote 
for preachability. Love is stronger than any grim, bleak stuff. John is encouraging us of that. 
 
In her book, “Grace and Trauma,” Serene Jones writes: “Isn’t the whole story of Christianity 
about the world imprisoned by violence being massively interrupted by the gift of God’s love? 
We are unable to conjure up this love, but God gives it to us nonetheless. That’s grace. Grace is 
a gift; it’s a free gift from God that comes from outside, capable of breaking never-ending cycles 
of violence.” Jones’ understanding of violence can be broad, encompassing a range of events 
that wreak havoc and create trauma, darkness, grim bleak stuff. Grace is radiant in the 
darkness. Grace to heal our deep wounds. Grace to restore our sense of self as beloved by God. 
Grace to embrace our overwhelming feelings and give them a modicum of order. Grace to give 
us language with which to describe what is going on. Grace to restore a sense that we are not 
hapless victims of difficult circumstances but can act with thoughtfulness and kindness, can 
respond with care and intelligence, can offer compassion to others who are also traumatized, 
thereby bringing some healing to them and us. Grace to do justice, love kindness and walk 
humbly with God. Grace that offers healing waters for our languishing. Grace that can move us 
from mourning to joy, to dance, even if in our joy and dancing we retain traces of, echoes of, 
our mourning, and the tracks of our tears. 
  
The darkness is real. Yet the light is just as real and more powerful. We trust that it overcomes. 
We trust that the darkness does not take hold of it but rather that the light is radiant in the 
darkness. This is the good news at the beginning of the Gospel of John, audacious good news, 
good news that arrives even when the darkness around us seems so deep. 
 
Our response to this audacious good news is to bear witness: “We have seen his glory.” Our 
response to this audacious good news is to do God things—compassion, feeding, freeing, 
welcoming, justice, peace, reconciliation, beauty, and love. Our response is to open our hearts, 
minds, and souls to let this light and life be incarnated within us. The late theologian and 
Biblical scholar Walter Wink, taking his cue from Athanasius, wrote, “to incarnate God is what it 
means to be fully human” (“The Human Being,” 30). To incarnate God is what it means to be 
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fully human. This also echoes the writer of Colossians celebrating “Christ in you, the hope of 
glory” (Colossians 1:27). “Good is the pleasure of God in our flesh, longing in all, as in Jesus, to 
dwell.”  
 
So did those who first heard John’s audacious good news, John’s rendition of cosmic newness, 
ever feel weary? Did they ever feel discouraged? Did the traces of mourning completely 
disappear in their joy and dance? Did the institutions they built in which they hoped to further 
the work of witness and sharing grace never teeter? 
 
Yet from the first hearing of these words of John, followers of Jesus have returned again and 
again to this good news. Yes, there has been weariness and discouragement. Yes, traces of 
mourning remain in joy and dancing. Yes, institutions have been shaken, even ended. Yet we 
followers of Jesus return again and again to be reminded that God’s love in Jesus, light and life, 
is radiant in the darkness. We return again and again to this audacious good news, take it in, 
swallow the light, so that in the name and Spirit of Jesus we can be radiant—radiant and 
resilient. Out of what fills Jesus to the full, we have received grace upon grace—grace to be 
radiant, grace to be resilient. 
 
Maybe this year can be better than the last. Maybe we can have a new new year. But whatever 
direction the darkness goes in this new year, we can be radiant and resilient, recipients and 
purveyors of that grace of God which is always radiant in the darkness. Radiant and resilient in 
ever new ways in this new year. May it be so by the power of God’s Spirit. 
 
 


